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OUTLINES TRAVEL NEWS
THE WALKING EDITION
If you are receiving our e-newsletter for the first time, welcome. If you are interested in past copies they are
stored on our website - see: Newsletter If you would like to change your address, wish to add the name of a
friend or stop receiving this material please contact us immediately.
In this issue:
Dordogne in France, guided or self-guided walking
Northern Ireland – from Galway to Dublin via the Giants Causeway & Belfast
Romania – Transylvania & the Carpathian Mountains
Walking the Camino de Santiago
Milford Sound Track or Abel Tasman in New Zealand – bookings are now open for next season

GUIDED OR SELF-GUIDED SMALL GROUP WALKING HOLIDAYS
Easy to challenging guided walking holidays in Australia, New Zealand, Europe or North America
Based in Bright in N.E. Victoria we offer many easy, moderate or challenging one-hotel or centre-based or innto-inn walking holidays. Find details of our tours, listed by destination, on our website see: Destinations

GUIDED WALKING IN FRANCE
All about the food, the wine and the romance of France

Call OUTDOOR TRAVEL on 1800 331 582 for details or reservations

Guided walking in Dordogne:
All the features you could possibly want from a walking holiday, not too
much effort and gently ambling with pack animals in an undiscovered part of France just south of the famous
Dordogne valley. The area is called the Quercy and is an ancient region of France given to Henri d’Anjou by
Eleanor of Aquitaine in 1152, two years before he became Henry II, King of England. It is an area that has little
changed since and hence its outstanding beauty and historical interest. The region is full of delicious cheeses
and wonderful wines, ticking all the right boxes.
Your guide James is English and has an affinity with the history and gastronomy of the area. He is the perfect
host combining humour with fact, food and wine. He genuinely loves the romance of France and has lived in
the Quercy region of the Lot Valley for almost twenty years. James organises gentle walks through beautiful
landscape and not rigorous in the slightest. The paths have been very carefully chosen to give you the best of
the countryside with just enough physical stress and much enjoyment along the way. Picnics take place in
verdant pastures with safari chairs, rugs and cushions for those wishing to take an al fresco siesta. And there
is always time for a siesta.
The food has been carefully cooked the very morning of the picnics and so is wonderfully fresh. The wines are
carefully chosen from James' cellar. Walk between 15 to 18km each day but at lunch you would have the
option to take the afternoon off in the beautiful setting of your auberge/hotel. These small charming hotels are
all chosen with care. All have swimming pools, en suite facilities and just enough bedrooms for our groups of
twelve or fourteen people.
The south west of France is where it is all happening in the wine world. The big screen documentary
‘Mondovino’ took much of its argument from this area and Andrew Jefford and Paul Strang have written books
revealing the outstanding diversity and quality of the wine-making in this part of France. Treading the Grape
therefore explores five different appellations, tasting and talking to wine makers at their domaines and it
includes a wine tasting and discussion lunch with Master of Wine, Minette Constant MW.
An alternative theme week is on the gastronomy of the area and includes days with chefs and hands-on
cooking in an eighteenth century château. This is a hugely enjoyable week getting to know the secrets of
French cuisine in what is regarded as being the gastronomic heart of France.
For more information see: Guided walking in Dordogne Quercy & the Lot Valley, FRANCE

SELF-GUIDED WALKING IN THE DORDOGNE VALLEY, FRANCE
A week in just one day by Graham Hodgson

It’s the river that dominates - for seven days it's our companion, even though on many occasions it's out of
view. The river is the Dordogne, at 500 kilometres one of the longest in France, and said to be one of its most
scenic. Spilling in varied mood from white-water rapids to lazy meanders, it carves a path westwards from the
Central Massif in the mid-south-east of the country to Bordeaux and the Atlantic Ocean.

For hundreds of years (earliest references point to the 8th Century), the Dordogne was the main trading link
through this region. Despite the inherent perils of navigating this capricious waterway, each year in spring and
autumn when the river was most manageable boatmen loaded flat-bottomed barges with regional produce
bound for downstream markets.
The barges have gone, but the river remains, still a major influence on this part of France. And still a major
influence for us, taking a seven-day walking tour along a tiny section of its upper reaches in the departments of
Lot and Correze.
Though little of our route is along its banks, the terrain, microclimate, scenery and history are all dictated by
the river. We are following a Grande Randonee, one of thousands of kilometres of waymarked walking trails
maintained throughout France - trails that allow you to see places and enjoy experiences missed by most
other visitors in cars or tourist coaches.
The route takes us through tiny villages and hamlets hundreds of years old, past stonewalled
pastures, along shady narrow lanes and into woodlands.
The village names ooze an exotic flavour - Collonges La Rouge, Sarrazac, Gluges, Carrenac, Martel, Turenne.
There are no guides on our walk (other than carefully prepared route notes and maps and the red and white
waymark signs) and your pace is your own.
But - and this is the best part - at the end of the day's walk you stroll in to a pre-booked hotel and relax with an
evening drink and an extremely tasty four-course meal of (usually) regional specialties. The cuisine of this
region of France is dominated by goose and duck dishes, including (the expensive) pate de foie gras. And,
while there were memorable goose and duck delights, we also enjoyed trout, chicken, roast beef, veal, turkey
and filet steak, as well as charcuterie (a selection of pork cuts) and lamb.
A personal favorite aspect of mine was the cheeses - well, France is said to produce some 364 different
varieties, so I confess few of those served were familiar by name. It all went down with an often locally
produced wine. Because these wines are seldom produced in quantities sufficient to reach the export markets,
again, selecting one by a name one might know was impossible.
And while you may be tempted to have 'seconds' from the cheese tray, or select a particularly calorific
dessert, your conscience is saved by the thought that tomorrow there's another 20 kilometres or so on
the trail to walk it off.
It's an eminently civilised way to go on a walking holiday – thanks to Australian walking tour operator Outdoor
Travel - all the pleasures, but with none of the pain of lugging a huge backpack or camping out. During the
day, while you have been on the trail carrying just a daypack, your hotel has sent a courier to the previous
night's stop and collected all our luggage.
Though our hotels vary in appearance and style, they are all small, usually less than 20 rooms or so, and
always with friendly owner-operators. They have great architectural charm, reflecting the style of their
particular village - a 15th Century farmhouse, a white-washed villa-style property, a 1920s (almost) grand hotel
with an art deco interior, a red stone relais in an entirely red-stone village.
The breakfasts are always traditionally French - croissant, fresh bread, coffee or tea.
Each night, a close look at the route notes allows you to make some plans for the following day - how early to
start, what to expect to see along the way, where to eat lunch and so on. But each day is different - and the
route notes don't prepare you for the unexpected.
“Follow this downhill,” say the route notes, “over the bridge at the bottom and climb the track on the
other side to arrive at Malefon which is crossed (to the noisy accompaniment of several dogs)”.
It's a long steady climb up a stony track that takes perhaps 45 minutes and offers little to see. Then, we enter
tiny Malefon of a half dozen typical old stone houses and, sure enough, are met by a gang of dogs barking
their way towards us. Their threatening tones are softened by wagging tails (we're the biggest excitement of
the day).
Unexpectedly, in the lee of a timber barn, several people are holding down a sheep on a table while two others
shear it. That's something of a surprise for someone brought up with the notion that one person can shear a

sheep. Or this: “The road descends sharply into Sarrazac. Emerging by the church, turn right and the hotel
will be found on the left”. True enough, but the unexpected is the Bell. Sarrazac is a tiny village cupped
enchantingly in an equally tiny valley. There's just a few old stone houses, a school, the hotel where we'll stay
for the night, a town hall and a cemetery - and dominating them all the church and ... The Bell.
It’s 5pm when we arrive and The Bell booms out the hour from the bell tower. Even the enormous gearing can
be heard winding back the clapper for its next bong. At 5.30pm, we're reminded of the half-hour, and at 6pm,
The Bell cranks up again. And, not content with its half-hourly and hourly performances The Bell also spills into
peals for several minutes at other times for no apparent reason. By 10pm, we're asking ourselves: “Will this go
on all night?” It does, but we're sufficiently weary not to be bothered.
The bell farewells us the next morning, chiming out the hour as we pass through the next village some
kilometres away.
“Excellent boulanger in Veyssou”, say our notes. Indeed, his reputation has spread and his bakery has
become a stopover for tourist coaches. He even produces his own four-colour, glossy brochure detailing his
wares and his specialty - pain aux croix, a huge round loaf baked in a traditional way with a cross slashed
across the top.
Though most of his day's bake has been sold when we arrive; he's delighted to give us a guided tour, showing
us the bakery's now-cooling wood-fired ovens with the date they first were installed - 1813 - embossed above
the double iron doors.
We leave him munching on a couple of croissants.
And so we return to the Dordogne River for our final day, a day to relax and explore Beaulieu, the biggest
centre we have stayed at. There's time for a little souvenir shopping (a bottle of noix aperitif and tins of pate,
perhaps) before our departure by train for Paris.

Outdoor Travel offers Dordogne Valley self-guided inn-to-inn walking or cycling tours. Maps and route notes
are provided, you stay each night in pre-booked family-run hotels and inns and luggage is transported and
waiting at the next hotel when you arrived from the day's walk. Most walks are independent, available on
demand; you walk at your own pace and although there is information about the places you visit along the
way, the idea is for you to make your own discoveries carrying only a daypack for a camera, a bottle of water
and picnic lunch or snacks (bought each morning at village shops).
For the current itineraries for walking in this region see: Self-guided walk in Dordogne, FRANCE

NORTHERN IRELAND – NEW FOR 2017
9-days / 8-nights guided walking tour – highlights of the coastal route from Galway to Dublin

Galway – Connemara – Killary Harbour – County Mayo – Sligo – Donegal – Slieve League – Glenveagh
– Derry/Londonderry – Giants causeway – Belfast - Dublin
A fascinating and comprehensive small group fully escorted tour from Galway to Dublin via the wild northwest
and northern coast, taking in spectacular scenery, remote and unspoiled nature, centuries of history, and the
traditions, folklore and legends that make the Emerald Isle so unique and enchanting.
The pace of the tour is relaxed, and with two to three nights in each stop you have time to fully explore the
area. Transport is included and with just sixteen guests on each tour, your experienced tour guide can devote
time and energy to ensuring each guest has an unforgettable experience.
Accommodation is in carefully chosen guesthouses, and each morning a full cooked Irish breakfast is served
to fuel you up for the day ahead – usually including traditional black and white puddings, eggs, fried tomatoes
and potatoes all cooked in lashings of Irish butter. Lunch and dinner are not included so you have the freedom
and flexibility to choose where to eat, whether you prefer a picnic or pub lunch, a fine restaurant or traditional
pub fare. In Ireland a highlight is always the craic (fun) to be found in the local pubs, many of which feature
traditional Irish music every night, and the warm hospitality and generous nature of the Irish people.
Spend three nights in Connemara, one of the most scenic parts of Ireland, to explore the craggy peaks of the
Twelve Bens and walk the ‘famine road’. Travel north past Ben Bulben in Sligo to Donegal, Ireland’s hidden
gem. We spend three nights in lively Donegal town and visit the sea cliffs at Slieve League, plunging
dramatically 600 metres into the roiling Atlantic Ocean, and Glenveagh National Park, with its lakes, streams,
woodland, hills and wildlife. Crossing the border into Northern Ireland, highlights include Derry (Londonderry)
city, the ruins of Dunluce Castle, and the charming fishing village of Ballintoy. Walk the Giant’s Causeway the
World Heritage-listed site of 40,000 basalt columns formed by volcanic activity 60 million years ago.
Our tour finishes with the spectacular coastal drive and a short tour of Belfast enroute to Dublin.
For more information see: Guided walking, NORTHERN IRELAND

ROMANIA - TRANSYLVANIA
8-days / 7-nights Self-guided walking in the footsteps of Dracula

Romania is a country of cultural diversity, contrasts, varied landscapes and unspoilt beauty. It is a land where
time seems to have stood still in part due to its isolation during the time of the Soviet Union. It offers some of
the wildest countryside in Europe where rural landscapes of rivers and lakes meet mighty mountains and the
rocky hilltop castles. It is reputedly the land of Dracula with Bram Castle in Bram Stoker’s imagination when
he created the Transylvanian Count. The spectacular Carpathian Mountains that ring the forested region of
Transylvania are a relatively new destination for self-guided inn-to-inn walking.

With traditional style accommodation, adventurous Alps, National Parks and alpine pastures, Romania
remains greatly unexplored and highly authentic. Places like Piatra Craiului and Bucegi offer some of the most
majestic mountain scenery with unique flora and fauna, typical rural villages, medieval fortresses and an
insight into the lives of shepherds and farming communities that has changed little over the centuries. A
highlight for many on this walking holiday is a visit to the 14th Century Bran Castle which inspired the
charismatic tale of Count Dracula.
Yet it is the tranquillity, stillness and freshness in the air alongside the countryside and mountain peaks that
will remain in your memory and allow your mind to freely roam. It is the opportunity to interact with rural life in a
unique part of Eastern Europe.
For more information see: Self-guided walking, ROMANIA

CAMINO DE SANTIAGO
St Jean Pied De Port to Logrono by Anna Hall
The Way of Saint James or Camino de Santiago is a 10-week walking route for pilgrims from Le Puy-en-Velay
in central France to Santiago de Compostella in North-west Spain. Alongside my husband Sam, and siblings,
Sera and Joseph we decided to join this walk for a week on what’s said to be part of the most spectacular part
of the route, the crossing of the Pyrenees Mountains

We did a lot of reading to prepare for this trip and chose the services of Bright based, Outdoor Travel who offer
self-guided walks on this Camino walking trail (as well as others in Europe) for the 9-days / 8-nights walk from
St Jean on the French side of the Pyrenees Mountains to Logrono in Spain. They organised our
accommodation in simple often family run hotels, breakfast each day and dinner each night and most
importantly for our bags to be moved from place to place so we didn’t need to do any heavy carrying, just a
small backpack with what we needed for the days walk. We also got information about the daily walking route
including a help line (in English) should we need any advice or information along the way.
Arrival St Jean Pier de Port…
We made our way by train from Bordeaux to the start of our walk in the beautiful town of St Jean Pied de Port.
Our hotel was an easy 10 minutes’ walk from the station right in the heart of town. We were greeted with a
friendly welcome at our hotel and given a pack of information containing our itinerary details, maps, pilgrim
passport and scallop shells (the emblem of St James) to tie to our day packs.
We spent the afternoon wandering around the old city walls and narrow streets with buildings made of a
distinctive pink stone before stocking up at a supermarket on snacks for our journey. Dinner provided at the

hotel was simple but substantial with trout or steak for the main course. Three courses and a bottle of French
red wine later we headed back to our rooms to pack our day bags and get a good night sleep before day 1 of
the walk.

The Journey…
Day one of walking started in St Jean with a history that is very fascinating. This region was burnt to the
ground after a siege by Richard the Lionheart in the Middle Ages and was only rebuilt in 1177. It seems it only
became part of France in the 17th Century. The first part of the walk follows the Napoleon Road, climbing up to
1450 metres at the Lepoeder Pass, an ascent of nearly 1300 metres. We were very lucky, clear blue skies
gave us spectacular mountain views in every direction as we stopped for a picnic lunch. We also met many
pilgrims on the walk and there was a great spirit of camaraderie as we traded stories with people from many
different backgrounds, each with their own reason for joining the pilgrimage route.
Crossing the French border into Spain, we made the decent down into Roncesvalles, a charming village in the
Navarre region about 900 metres above sea level.

A lesson to be learned…
We had a few hiccups along the way, one of which occurred on day one. We had anticipated many stops
along the way for drinking water were we could refill our bottles. However as it was late in the season, and
winter was fast approaching, a lot of the drinking water taps along the high route were turned off (to avoid
bursting in the frost and snow). We learnt the hard way that carrying a lot of water to last the entire day is
important on these remote trails. It became a lesson to follow for the remainder of the week.
Perfect Autumn days…
After day ones climb through the mountainous terrain, it was a nice change to traverse the fertile plains that
roll across the Spanish countryside. The itinerary took us through quaint Spanish towns, through beech and
oak woods and meadows before coming to Espinal, where we had a panoramic view of the countryside with
the Pyrenees in the background.
The time of the year seemed perfect; this section bought us great weather, wearing mere t-shirt and shorts
and basking in the autumn sunshine. I enjoyed the colours of the autumn leaves changing with the season,
and the lush farmlands with cows, sheep and horses meandering in the paddocks as we passed. Walking into
Pamplona on day three was a particular highlight, the colourful leaves on the trees lining the riverbanks of the
river Arga with the reflection of colour onto the water was just breathtaking. These days passed quickly with
plenty of stops at village cafes with time for a chat with other pilgrims, some we had met the days before and
others we met for the first time.
Spanish delights…
Entering the historic Pamplona, the peaceful countryside transformed into vibrant city suburbs, as we walked
through the famous city gates and followed part of the route that is used in the famous running of the bulls
every year. We arrived just in time for traditional Pintxos for lunch. Pinxos or Pinchos in the Basque language
are traditionally small servings of food, cold meat, fish, cheese, prawns, tomato, ham etc pierced with a
cocktail stick. They are very tasty bite sized pieces, and similar to the tapas found all over Spain.

The invasion of the fog…
After a taste of the Spanish city life we continued along our journey leaving the concrete pavements behind us
and started climbing up through farmland.
Today the fog was thick, and the visibility was no more than 20 metres in front of us. It was an eerie feeling
walking past wet cobwebs along the sides of the way, and open fields with not much else observable. The
route took us up and up as the fog grew thicker. We began to worry that we would see nothing from the top,
and of what was supposed to be the best views over Pamplona. About 100metres from the top, we climbed up
through the fog and clouds and right in front of us we saw the crest of the mountain with a long row of wind
turbines as far as we could see. From the peak there was spectacular views, although we couldn't actually see
Pamplona, the fog made for an impressive photograph nonetheless.

Having lunch at the top with the statues of pilgrims, and we lingered, secretly praying we could catch a glimpse
through the clouds of the track we had just walked.

Lunch for the day often consisted of a fresh baguette from the bakery each morning, Spanish Jamon (ham)
and fresh fruit from the produce guys on the side of the road. Or on occasional day, we would stop for a of
snack potato bravas, also called patatas a la brava or papas bravas this is a typical Spanish tapas dish of
potatoes and spicy tomato sauce (our indulgent pleasure).
The path often took us through vineyards, olives groves and through rolling hills. We were all getting into the
swing of things now, despite the sore feet and occasional blister nevertheless. And of course, this is when the
rain came.

The perfect excuse for Spanish hot chocolate…
We woke up on day seven to cooler temperatures and light rainfall outside the hotel windows. Feeling a bit
sore and stiff we decided to spend some time in Estella before catching a local bus to Los Arcos instead of
walking. We ventured into the old town of Estella and caught a lift up to the top of San Pedro’s church, built
back in the 13th Century with its amazing cloisters and obvious Arabic influences (from the time of the Moorish

occupation of Spain). The old Courthouse and Town Hall were also interesting but built in the 18th century.
Feeling a little dampened by the rain we ducked into a local cafe from a traditional thick Spanish hot chocolate.
At night we put the heater on at our hotel for the first time all week and enjoyed a soak in the spa bath in our
rooms.
We were a little disappointed to wake up on the last day of our walk to find heavy rain. We debated over
breakfast whether or not we would brave the weather or to catch a bus. After another look outside and after
reading about our final destination and the culinary delights that lay ahead we decided on an early bus to
spend the day exploring Logrono. The capital of the famous Rioja wine growing region this is a city on the
Ebro River of about 150,000 people. We had a delightful second breakfast of Churros and hot chocolate
before checking into our final hotel, and the most luxurious of the week, with a comfortable lounge area and
computers where we could research our next destination (Barcelona) and organise train tickets etc. For now,
this journey through the French and Spanish Pyrenees Mountains had ended and ahead was a road trip
across Spain for our next destination, Morocco and the Atlas Mountains.

Yes, walk the Camino…
The Camino de Santiago is something very special, something spiritual, with great history and natural beauty
bringing together pilgrims and walkers from all over the world. The walking is not easy, it is hard on the feet
and there are some big climbs in the mountains but the trail is easy to follow and is made convenient and easy
by having luggage moved from hotel to hotel each day.
I hope to return for the triumphant march into the place of the shrine of the Apostle Saint James, Santiago de
Compostella. For now, you have me looking forward to the next part of our journey, so thanks Outdoor Travel!
For information on this walking holiday see: Camino de Santiago self-guided walk, FRANCE & SPAIN

THE MILFORD SOUND TRACK IN NEW ZEALAND
Bookings now open for New Zealand’s most popular walking trails
With many hundreds of kilometres of well-maintained walking trails, comfortable lodges and support from
professional walking guides, New Zealand’s offers some of the finest walking holidays. The Milford Sound
Track is one of the world’s most popular walks in the Fiordland National Park. Enjoy close encounters with the
native wildlife; discover deep lakes; fiords and sheer granite canyons; majestic waterfalls and luxuriant
temperate rainforest.
The 5-day Milford Track Guided Walk is an all-inclusive guided walk through the heart of Fiordland National
Park to Milford Sound. Walks include transport to and from the walk, expert walking guides, wilderness lodge
accommodation, meals, snacks, backpacks, rain jackets and a scenic cruise on the majestic Milford Sound.

The 8-day Milford & Routeburn Classic Guided Walk includes transport to and from the track; track
accommodation; accommodation in Te Anua in between the Milford and Routeburn Walks; most breakfasts,
lunches, dinners; snacks; backpacks and rain jackets and expert guides. Accommodation in comfortable
wilderness lodges.
The 3-day Routeburn Track Guided Walk is an all-inclusive guided walk exploring New Zealand's Southern
Alps including all transport, expert walking guides, comfortable lodge accommodation, meals, snacks,
backpacks and rain jackets.
The 6-day Grand Traverse combines the Routeburn Walk and the Greenstone Valley Walk with a free day at
Lake Mckellar. It includes all transport, expert walking guides, comfortable lodge accommodation, meals,
snacks, backpacks and rain jackets.
The 2017 /18 season starts on 1st November until 31st March and early bookings are essential – for more
details see: Milford Sound Track
To download a brochure: Milford Routeburn Grand Traverse brochure

ABEL TASMAN GUIDED WALK
New Zealand’s finest coastal walk
Whenever we think of walking in New Zealand our minds goes back to a promotional we did with the New
Zealand Tourist Board and the climber, adventurer and philanthropist Sir Edmund Hilary. When talking of the
great walks of New Zealand he would often refer to the Abel Tasman as his favourite.
The Abel Tasman National Park, in a gloriously sunny corner of New Zealand, comprises a diverse landscape
of native Beech & Podocarp rainforest, ancient fern-filled grottos, mountain streams cascading into clear pools,
granite headlands fringing legendary golden beaches & crystal clear waters. This extraordinary Park provides
habitats for a plethora of wildlife including forest & sea birds, dolphins & a breeding seal colony on Tonga
Island.
With a year round mild climate, enjoy a walk through native forest or sea kayak the coast. Wander the golden
sand beaches or paddle in a pristine clear water estuary. Come home to one of our private beachfront lodges

for a gourmet meal, fine wine and good company. Stay out late, gazing at the stars, then retire to your own
room, let the waves soothe you to sleep at the end of a day that can be as relaxing or adventurous as you like.

Book now for 2017 / 18 - guided walks or walk plus sea-kayaking departs Nelson: Abel Tasman, New Zealand

TRAVEL ADVICE
Travelling to the USA OR CANADA?

Outdoor Travel offers a choice of guided walks in the United States: USA walking holidays
Travellers from Australia to the USA will be required to obtain a travel authorisation via the Electronic
System for Travel Authorisation (ESTA) prior to boarding a carrier to travel by air or sea to the U.S.
ESTA is accessible online: USA online
Canada now requires an E-Visa for Australian passport holders - click on the link to apply: CANADA online
Remember to be a smart traveller and always check the Australian government website for travel, visa and
medical advice: Smarttraveller

OUTDOOR TRAVEL IS ON FACEBOOK:

If you enjoy our newsletters we also have a Facebook page where you can see our latest offers, photos, news
stories more frequently and can make comments or ask questions about our many active holidays. Why not
join today click and ‘like’ this link: Outdoor Travel on Facebook
Outdoor Travel Pty Ltd has operated in Victoria as a travel agent for over 25 years. Our multi-talented team
includes qualified and experienced travel industry professionals. If we can help with flights, travel insurance,
accommodation and any other travel arrangements please call Yvette or Kristen at our Fares Desk on (03)
57501 044 or email fares@outdoortravel.com.au
Contact Outdoor Travel for more details and reservations
Call Toll free: 1800 331 582 or (03) 57551743 or Fax (03) 57501020
Email: info@outdoortravel.com.au
Web: http://www.outdoortravel.com.au
Mail: Outdoor Travel Pty Ltd, PO Box 286, Bright VIC 3741, Australia.

